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Dear Friend 
 
Do you realize that from within the womb of the Shulamite Bride of Christ is being birthed a "wheat harvest"? 
We unlocked this mystery in the series of the "The Shulamite Bride" (on our website) and proof that 
the Bride and the Body of Christ are indeed two separate corporate identities. 
 

"Within your womb there is a birthing of harvest wheat; 
they are the sons and daughters 

nurtured by the purity you impart. 
How gracious you have become!" 

Songs 7:2-3 TPT 
 
"You (the Shulamite Bride) are truly royalty and out of your innermost being is flowing the fullness of my (the 
Bridegroom's) Spirit - never failing to satisfy (Songs 7:1 TPT). What a huge responsibility to be chosen to birth 
this wheat harvest, which is the sons and daughters of our Bridegroom. Don't miss these profound Biblical 
truths in the series, "The Shulamite Bride" (on our website) and notice how the end of the Shulamite Bride's 
teaching (Session 13, 14 & 15) laid down the foundation of this new Series: 
 

 "The End-Time Harvest" 
 
Also, this cannot be a coincidence that this series begins on the new Jewish Year, Rosh Hashanah 5781 
(19 September 2020). Before there can be any harvest, a seed must be planted first to grow unto full 
maturity. “When the fruit is brought forth, immediately the owner of the harvest will put in the sickle, 
because the harvest is come” (Mark 4:29). The Apostle John clearly saw on the Island of Patmos three 
different harvests as he described it in the Book of Revelation; 
  

 



 
 

“And I looked, and behold a white cloud, and upon the cloud one sat like unto the Son of man, having on his 
head a golden crown, and in his hand a sharp sickle. And another angel came out of the temple, crying with a 
loud voice to him that sat on the cloud, Thrust in thy sickle, and reap: for the time is come for thee to reap; for 

the harvest of the earth is ripe”. 
Revelation 14:14-15 KJV 

 
First comes the seed.  
From Adam to Noah was the season and the time of the seed. It took 2000 years to grow to the next season 
which is the time of the ear (the head on the top of the stalk - Mark 4:28). This season started with Abraham 
and ended with the crucifixion of Jesus Christ our Messiah.  We are now in the season and time of the fullness 
of time (from the resurrection of Christ to date is another 2000 years), the full cycle of 120 Jubilee years (that 
is 6000 years from creation). We are standing at the entrance of the biggest end-time harvest, that must come 
in before we can enter into the next season and time. That is the new dispensation of the “Millennium Reign”, 
the fulfilment of the last Jewish Feast, the Feast of Tabernacles.  Yahshua will return to earth with His Bride, 
and tabernacle (dwell amongst us) to rule and to reign from Jerusalem for 1000 years. It will be a time of total 
peace on earth, because Satan will be bound in the bottomless pit for the entire 1000 years. 
 
The harvest of the earth is here (Psalms 67:6), and it was Jesus at the well of Jacob who said; 

"Look at all the people coming - now is harvest time! For their hearts are like vast fields of ripened grain - 
ready for a spiritual harvest. And everyone who reaps these souls for eternal life will receive a reward. And 
those who plant spiritual seed and those who reap the harvest will celebrate together with great joy". (John 

4:35-36 TPT). 
  
"I have sent you out to harvest a field that you haven't planted, where many others have labored long and hard 

before you. And now you are privileged to profit from their labors and reap the harvest" (John 4:38 TPT). 
 
I invite you, my dear friend in Christ, to join me on our journey to discover the different seeds, 
different harvests and harvest patterns to unlock the mystery of our Bridegroom's second coming, first for 
His Bride and secondly for the Nation of Israel.  
 
 

Be Blessed 
El-Azar 

 


